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Instruction manual for SAFARILAND® 577 GLS™ Multifit 7TS™ concealment holster                                                                                           
and SAFARILAND® 578 GLS™ Multifit 7TS™ paddle holster  

 

 
SL577 concealment holster 

 
 

SL578 paddle holster 
Retention system: 

The GLS™ (Grip Locking System) retention system does not require the user to learn any skills. 
The retention systems locks into the trigger guard and prevents loss or take away of the weapon. 

 The system is automatically activated once the weapon is holstered.  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

The unlocking level is positioned under the 
grip of the pistol where the middle finger 
contacts the trigger guard.  

Retention is deactivated with the middle finger upon a standard 
shooting grip on the weapon. No special training is required to draw 

the weapon.  

Unlocking  
lever 
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GLS retention system shown outside holster 

 
Before the holster is to be used, check whether the 

pistol has a wide trigger guard (e.g. Glock 17) or narrow 
trigger guard (e.g. 1911, SIG P225). Pistols with a narrow 
trigger guard require the adapter to be installed inside 
the retention system. This adapter positions the trigger 
guard so that the retention system can secure the pistol 

inside the holster.   
 

The adapter is installed ex-factory on all SL577 and 
SL578 holsters in all GLS retention systems. Only pistols 

with narrow trigger guards will fit with installed adapter, 
remove the adapter to fit pistols with wide trigger 

guards (e.g. Glock, H&K).  
 

 
 

 

GLS retention system shown outside holster  
To remove the adapter, simply reach inside the GLS 

retention block and push the adapter towards the inside 
of the holster. 

Adapter 

Adapter 

Unlocking lever 

Unlocking lever 

Opening 
for 
adapter 
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To install the adapter, the pin on the rear of the adapter must be inserted into the opening of the GLS retention 
block. Once the pin is inside the hole, push the adapter to the rear until it locks into place with an audible sound.    

 

Individual Settings: 

 
For the different size pistols, the holster may need to be adjusted for best fit. The pistols should not rattle inside 
the holster but the draw should be easy and smooth. To adjust the position of the pistol inside the holster, the 

adjustment screw will need to be turned with the supplied Allen key. 
Turning the adjustment screw clockwise will move the tension block up (if pistol is too loose inside the holster) 
while turning the adjustment screw anti-clockwise will move the tension block down (if it is difficult to draw the 

pistol). 
   

To adjust the fit, first insert the pistol into the holster. Test the fit and turn the adjustment screw in small steps, 
drawing the pistol after each adjustment until the pistol does not rattle inside the holster and the draw is smooth 

and easy when unlocking lever is activated. 
 
 

 

Adjustment 
screw 

Unlocking lever 


